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CPA technique

100fs

Chirped Pulse Amplification 
D. Strickland and G. Mourou (1985)

Ultra Intense Lasers
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Ultra Intense Lasers



The Petawatt opens a new regime of  
ultra-relativistic laser-matter interactions
Enormous EM fields 

at I = 1021 W/cm2 : 
  E ~ I1/2 λ = 1014 V/m 

  B = E/c = 3x105 Tesla 

  Prad = I/c = 3x1010 J/cm3 

   = 300 GBar

e-

B > 10 MG

Φsc ~ MV

Relativistic Electron Motion 

  Cycle-averaged oscillation energy: 

Eavg = mc2[1+ ao
2/2]1/2 

  ao = eA/mc2 = [I/(1.37x1018)]1/2λ(µm) 

  at 1021 W/cm2, ao~27, Eavg > 10 MeV      

Laser-plasma effects 

  filamentation 
  self-focusing 
  plasma acceleration 
»  dependence on pre-pulse

Electron & bremsstrahlung 
energies can greatly 

exceed nuclear excitation 
& pair-creation thresholds

Return currents

500 J / 450 fs 
1021 W/cm2

Pre-formed plasma

032499_APS_tec_103 Ultra Intense Lasers



Lawson Woodward theorem….

an electron cannot gain energy from a plane wave



But in reality…..

The motion of a single electron in vacuum with charge e in presence of the light wave is described by the Lorentz

force

dp
dt
= �e (E + v ⇤ B) = �e

�
E + v ⇤
⌦

1
c

ez ⇤ E
↵�

, (2.5)

where p = ⇤mev and ⇤=
�
1+ p2/(m2

e c2)
⇥1/2

is the relativistic factor.

For non-relativistic velocities v ↵ c the force acting on the electron is given by the electric field only. The

solution of the equation of motion leads to a harmonic oscillation in x-direction with the amplitude or electron

quiver velocity

vosc. =
eE0

me⇣L
. (2.6)

For large electric field amplitudes E0 > 3.2⇤ 1012 V/m the electron quiver velocity can approach c, that is for

intensities I > 1.37⇤1018 W/cm2 according to eq. (2.1). Hence the laser-electron interaction is called relativistic

if the dimensionless electric field amplitude

a0 :=
eE0

me⇣L c
=

0
I0 [W/cm2]⌥2

L [µm2]
1.37⇤ 1018 W/cm2 > 1. (2.7)

For the laser pulses discussed in this thesis a0 is be-
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Figure 2.1: Electron orbit (—) in a linearly polarized elec-

tromagnetic field with amplitude a0 = 1.
The electron oscillates in the plane of the

electric field (—) with a wavelength of 1µm
(k = 6.3⇤ 106 m�1). The magnetic field (—)

oscillates perpendicular to this plane and

leads to a forward drift of the electron.

tween one and 20; the oscillation velocity is close to

the speed of light. Hence the magnetic component of

the Lorentz force has to be taken into account when

solving eq. (2.5). This can be done by changing to the

vector potential A with the relations E = �⌫ A/⌫ t and

B =�⇤A, which is exercised in Ref. [133], p. 31. The

scalar potential is zero in vacuum. Figure 2.1 shows

the resulting trajectory (—) of an electron initially at

rest in presence of the light wave. The normalized

laser amplitude is a0 = 1, the wavelength of 1µm

leads to k = 6.3⇤106 m�1. This corresponds to an in-

tensity I = 1.37⇤ 1018 W/cm2. The electric field (—)

oscillates in the yz-plane, the magnetic field (—) os-

cillates in the xz-plane perpendicular to this plane.

The magnetic field force F = q v B ✏ E · E/c ✏ a2
0

leads to a forward drift of the electron motion in z-

direction, independent of the laser polarization. The

corresponding velocity is

vD =
a2

0

4+ a2
0

c ez . (2.8)

However, although the electron has changed its position, at the end of the laser pulse the electron velocity is

zero again. Hence the electron does not gain energy from the laser, which is known as the Lawson-Woodward

theorem [136].

10 2.1. Single electron interaction

Figure 2.2: 2D Particle-In-Cell (PIC) simulation of an intense laser interacting with free electrons. The laser pulse

has I = 3⇤1018 W/cm2 and pulse duration of 33.3 fs. Images are ordered from top left to bottom right.

The electric field E oscillates in y -direction (red-blue colored plot). At z = 1µm free electrons were

placed (black dots). The ponderomotive force of the laser expels the electrons in radial and forward

direction. On axis a single electron is marked with a green line, it shows the oscillating trajectory as

predicted by analytical theory.

For an illustration of the complex interaction of an intense laser pulse interacting with free electrons, it has

been simulated in two spatial dimensions and three momentum and field dimensions (2D3V) with the fully

relativistic Particle-In-Cell (PIC) code PSC, which is explained in section A.1. The quadratic simulation box with

20µm length was divided into 1000⇤ 1000 cells. At z = (1± 0.01)µm 6000 electrons have been placed. The

laser pulse with ⌥ = 1µm was modeled as a Gaussian in space and time with 3.3µm full width at half maxi-

mum (FWHM) in y-direction and 33.3 fs FWHM pulse duration. The linearly polarized electric field (red-blue

colored plot) oscillates in y-direction in the simulation plane (p-polarization). The laser intensity was chosen

to I = 3⇤ 1018 W/cm2, hence a0 ⌦ 1.5. The result is shown in figure 2.1.1, with the images ordered from top

left to bottom right. The four images correspond to the begin of the interaction, the maximum of the laser

field, the end of the pulse and the end of the simulation, respectively. The laser enters the simulation box from

left. At some point in time the rising electric field starts to expel the electrons (black dots) out of the region of

high intensity via the ponderomotive force in forward and radial direction. Later on the electrons have been

accelerated nearly completely out of the axis of symmetry. The green line marks the motion of a single electron

(green dot) close to the axis of symmetry. There the interaction is nearly one-dimensional. The electron moves

12 2.1. Single electron interaction

2.1.1 The ponderomotive force

The solution presented above is only valid for a plane wave, i.e., an electromagnetic wave that is uniform

in space and only slowly varying in time. Laser pulses in the real world are far from being that ideal: the

tight focusing and short pulse duration create strong gradients in all directions over a few micrometers. The

electromagnetic field distribution is not constant, but resembles, for example, a Gaussian shape. An electron

accelerated in this field is pushed to lower intensity regions through the ponderomotive force. Although the

ominous term ponderomotive force can already be found in literature of the 19th century [137], nowadays the

ponderomotive force is defined as the low-frequency force fraction of a spatially inhomogeneous, high-frequency

electromagnetic field on charged particles. It was derived in 1957 by Boot and Harvie [138], who showed that

in a non-uniform radio-frequency field the oscillation center dynamics of a free electron is governed by a force

that originates from second-order terms of the Lorentz-force (eq. (2.5)). For the non-relativistic limit (v ↵ c),
and in a one-dimensional case but with an intensity dependence in z-direction, the Lorentz-force becomes

⌫ vz/⌫ t = �e/me Ez(z), where Ez is taken from eq. (2.3) but now with a z-dependence. This non-linear equation

can be solved by Taylor-series expansion and by sorting by the orders of Ez . To lowest order the solution for a

plane wave shown above is obtained. The second-order term gives a fast-oscillating term

⌫ v(2)z

⌫ t
= � e2

m2
e⇣

2
L

E0
⌫ E0(y)
⌫ y

cos2(⇣L t � kz). (2.9)

Multiplying by me and taking the cycle-average yields the ponderomotive force:

fp = �
e2

4me⇣
2
L
�(E · E⌅). (2.10)

Physically the electron is pushed away from the region of locally higher intensity, picking up a velocity v ✏ vosc,

which is just the quiver velocity from above.

The relativistically correct equation of motion has been obtained by Bauer et al. [139] to

fp = �
c2

⇤

*
�meff +

⇤� 1

v2
0

�
v0 ·�meff

⇥
v0

,
, (2.11)

with the space- and time-dependent effective mass

meff =

%
1+

e2A · A⌅
2m2

e c2

(1/2

= ⇤̄, (2.12)

in a linearly polarized monochromatic wave in vacuum. The last term contains the cycle-averaged gamma fac-

tor ⇤̄ =
 

1+ a2
0/2 [140]. For a circularly polarized wave ⇤̄ equals

 
1+ a2

0 [134, 139, 140], which is slightly

different.

In the fully relativistic case the solution of the equation of motion is very complicated and has to be done

numerically [139] or it has to be simplified for special cases [141], since the force is a nonlinear function of

the electron’s momentum and position. However, the energy the electron gains can be obtained by calculating

the ponderomotive potential Upond via fp = �me�Upond, which leads to Wpond = ⇤̄mec2 + C . The integration

constant C is determined by the fact that in the non-relativistic limit the ponderomotive energy must devolve to

Wpond = me v2
osc/4, which is the case when C = �mec2, as can be shown by insertion and Taylor-expansion of ⇤̄.

Therefore the resulting equation for the energy gained by the relativistic ponderomotive potential is:

Wpond = (⇤̄� 1)mec
2. (2.13)
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2.2 Wechselwirkung hochintensiver Laserstrahlung mit Materie

Trifft ein Laser auf die Oberfläche eines Plasmas, so wird dieses geheizt. Dabei beginnen die
Elektronen zu schwingen. Es wirkt die Lorentzkraft:

~F
L

= �e
�
~E + ~v

e

⇥ ~B
�

(2.10)

Unter Anwendung der Störungstheorie auf die Lorentzkraft kann die sogenannte ponderomoto-
rische Kraft hergeleitet werden:

F
p

= � e2

4!
L

m
e

r (E · E⇤) (2.11)

Anschaulich lässt diese sich folgendermaßen erklären. Die gaußförmige Verteilung der örtlichen
Komponente des Laserfeldes hat zur Folge, dass es in einem Strahl Gebiete höherer und niedri-
gerer Intensitäten gibt. Radial gesehen herrscht in der Mitte des Strahls die höchste Intensität,
welche dann proportional mit e�r2

nach außen hin abnimmt. Aufgrund der inhomogenen zeit-
lichen und örtlichen Verteilung des Laserfeldes wird das Elektron innerhalb des ersten Schwin-
gungszyklus aus dem Bereich hoher Feldstärken ausgelenkt und erreicht einen Bereich niedriger
Feldstärke und somit auch niedrigerer Intensität. Ändert sich im zweiten Schwingungszyklus die
Richtung des elektromagnetischen Feldes, kann das Elektron nicht mehr denselben Weg zurück-
legen, da die wirkende Kraft durch das schwächere Feld nun kleiner ist. Das Elektron kehrt
nicht in seine Ausgangslage zurück, wodurch sich eine Nettoauslenkung ergibt. Die Ursache
dieser Wechselwirkung gemittelt über einen vollen Laserzyklus ist die ponderomotorische Kraft.
Abbildung 2.1 zeigt schematisch ihre Wirkungsweise.

rE(r)

I(r)

y
F

p

e

�

Abbildung 2.1: Schematische Darstellung der ponderomotorischen Kraft nach [16] Die Pulsform
des Lasers wird als gaußförmig angenommen, wodurch eine inhomogene Intensitätsverteilung
vorliegt. Die Elektronen werden aus Bereichen höherer Intensität heraus gedrängt.
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Relativistic Effects (e-m rectification)

a)

b)

classical Optics

relativistic Optics 
(ultra-high intensity)

electron

electron

Extremely high field Gradients

Ultra Intense Lasers

Ultra-Intense Lasers will push large amounts of electrons in FORWARD direction!



VHE ELECTRONS

Dose deposition : Photon X, electrons  
VHE (very high energy) electrons, & ions

Laser-driven electrons
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„Surfing“ on plasma waves – Wake Field Acceleration
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E = 10-100 MeV/m

Efficient acceleration in plasmas =  
compact accelerator ?

RF cavity : 1 m Plasma cavity : 1 mm

E = 100-1000 GeV/m

V. Malka et al., Science 2002courtesy of

Laser-driven electrons



2D PIC Resonant LWFA Simulation
A. Pukov et al, MPI - Quantenoptic, Germany 

z

r

r

Laser pulse

Electron density

I=4 x 1018 W/cm2, t=70 fs, ne=3 x 1017 cm-3

Laser-driven electrons



For the optimum plasma condition, λ p = πσ z
Diffraction limitation:

Ldiff = πZR =
π 2r02

λ0
ΔWdif GeV[ ]≅ 0.85P TW[ ]λ0 µm[ ]/ γ 0τ L fs[ ]( )

Ld cm[ ]= 0.18 ×10 −4τ L
3 fs[ ]γ 0 λ0

2 µm[ ]

ΔWd GeV[ ]≅ 0.01P TW[ ]τ L
2 fs[ ]/ r0

2 µm[ ]

Dephasing limitation:

Lpd cm[ ]= 1.06 ×10 −6τ L
3 fs[ ]r0

2 µm[ ]γ 0
3 λ0

4 µm[ ]P TW[ ]( )
ΔWpd GeV[ ]= 0.91×10 −3τ L

2 fs[ ]γ 0
2 λ0

2 µm[ ]

Pump depletion:

λ0 = 0.8µm,
P = 2TW,

e.g.

τ =100fs,
r0 =10µm

a0 = 0.77
n0 ≅ 3.5 ×10

17cm −3

λ p ≅ 60µm

ZR ≅ 0.4mm

Ldiff ≅ 1.2mm
ΔWdif ≅ 12 MeV

γ 0 = 1.14( )

Ld ≅ 32cm
ΔWd ≅ 2 GeV

Lpd ≅ 192cm

ΔWpd ≅ 18.5 GeV

Diffraction limit:

Dephasing limit:

Pump depletion limit:

Limits of the electron acceleration



Researchers are working on several approaches to CONTROL 
localized injection into a highly nonlinear plasma wave. 

3)#Pre$accelerate)quiescent)“surfers”)
in)the)plasma)sea)
(colliding,pulse#injec2on)#

1)  Slow)the)wave)
)))))))momentarily)
(density#down,ramp#injec2on)#

dne/dz < 0 

2)#Create)moving)“surfer”))
)within)the)wave)

(ioniza2on,induced#injec2on)#



Use of a two laser scheme: 
Mono energetic e-beam :1% energy spread 

pump injection

pump injection

Late Injection

Early Injection

pump injection

Injection at center

J. Faure et al., Nature 2006

Courtesy of Victor Malka Laser-driven electrons



Electrons Photons X Différence

Application to radiotherapy: 
Improvement of some cancer treatments

A comparison of dose deposition with 6 MeV X ray an improvement of the 
quality of a clinically approved prostate treatment plan. While the target 
coverage is the same or even slightly better for 250 MeV electrons compared 
to photons the dose sparing of sensitive structures is improved up to 19%. 

A typical transversal dose distribution with 7 beams. 

Potential for Applications in Therapy



Use of secondary radiation 
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Nasr. A. M. Hafz  
Advanced Photonics Research Institute (APRI), Korea

courtesy of

Compact, laser driven FEL's could lead to coherent x-ray radiation for phase contrast imaging

DESIGN OF AN XUV FEL DRIVEN BY THE LASER-PLASMA 
ACCELERATOR AT THE LBNL LOASIS FACILITY∗ 
C. B. Schroeder, W. M. Fawley, E. Esarey, W. P. Leemans 
Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory, Berkeley, CA 94720, 
USA

Proceedings of FEL 2006, BESSY, Berlin, Germany

Kazuhisa Nakajima  ,Nature Physics 4, 92 - 93 (2008) 

Use of secondary Radiation



Proton acceleration with lasers : 
Static electric fields

Laser-driven Ion Beams



  |    |  

Requirements for ion acceleration

Ion source as a new injector: 
Rep rate matched to conventional accelerator structures (e.g. 50 Hz) 
Ion energy a few tens of MeV 
Radial beam shaping for divergence optimization 
Ion species selectable 
Energy matched to particle number acceptable to acc structure 

Medical Application: 
Ion energy >250 MeV for protons and >400 MeV/u for e.g. Carbon (prob. no TNSA) 
High contrast 
Rep rate 10 to 30 Hz 
Energy stability better 3% 
Relatively low particle numbers required (1011 or 109 per patient) 
Uniform ion beam --> Laser beam shaping

The requirements strongly depend on the application: a few examples



  |    |  

General remark

For most applications high particle numbers are required 
Energy conservation asks for laser energy, not only intensity 
High contrast is key as most applications cannot rely on TNSA 
Wall plug efficiency becomes important
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lasers (with feedback/review by J. Limpert and J. Nillson); Darren Rand and T.Y. Fan 
on solid-state lasers; M. Babzien regarding C02 lasers; and  A. Bayramian and Jay 
Dawson on facility-class lasers.   

Joe Chew provided editorial support for both the present effort and the earlier Joint 
Task Force whitepaper.   

2.1 Laser Applications for Future High-Energy and High-Intensity 
Accelerators  

2.1.1 Introduction 

The consensus in the world high-energy physics community is that the next large 
collider after the LHC will be a TeV-scale lepton collider. Options currently under study 
include the ILC (0.5-1 TeV), CLIC (up to 3 TeV) and the muon collider (up to 4 TeV), 
all using RF technology. On the other hand, the very high gradients (~10 GeV/m) 
possible with laser acceleration open up new avenues to reach even higher energy and 
more compact machines. At this workshop participants discussed and set forth a set of 
beam and laser parameters for a 1-10 TeV e+e– collider based on two different 
technologies – laser plasma acceleration (LPA) and direct laser acceleration (DLA). 
Because the effectiveness of a collider is judged by its luminosity, and the cross section 
for a process creating a large mass M varies as 1/M2, a high energy machine must also 
have high luminosity. The luminosity goal for a 10 TeV collider is 1036 cm–2s–1, a factor 
of 100 higher than for a 1 TeV machine. To reach this goal, the laser system must have 
high average power (~100 MW) and high repetition rate (kHz to MHz). 

Moreover, the laser-based collider must have high wall-plug efficiency in order to 
keep power consumption at a reasonable level. To set this efficiency goal, the workshop 
compared the efficiency of a number of large accelerators, either in operation or in a 
design phase. The results are listed in Table 1.  Our goal is 10% for an LPA. 

Table 1: Comparison of wall-plug efficiency of various accelerators. 

Accelerator Beam Beam energy 
(GeV) 

Beam power 
(MW) 

Efficiency 
AC to beam Note on AC power 

PSI Cyclotron H+ 0.59 1.3 0.18 RF + magnets 
SNS Linac H– 0.92 1.0 0.07 RF + cryo + cooling 
TESLA 
(23.4 MV/m) e+/e– 250 × 2 23 0.24 RF + cryo + cooling 

ILC 
(31.5 MV/m) e+/e– 250 × 2 21 0.16 RF + cryo + cooling 

CLIC e+/e– 1500 × 2 29.4 0.09 RF + cooling 
LPA e+/e– 500 × 2 8.4 0.10 Laser + plasma 

 
It is difficult to set a reasonable goal for cost. Ideally, the cost of a collider based on 

laser technology should be significantly lower than colliders based on conventional RF 
technology in order to make this new technology attractive. Take the 0.5 TeV ILC as an 
example. The total estimated cost is about $8B, of which about 1/3 is the RF cost. This 
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Example: Medical:

(of sub micron thickness) with a laser intensity of ~1021-1022W/cm2 with sufficient ion 
abundance and a quasi-monoenergetic (peaked) energy distribution. 

  
- Add: Coulomb Explosion: (Stepan Bulanov) Coulomb explosion: energy 

predicted, spectrum "monoenergetic" (reference ??) 
 

- Add: Gas Jet  ( Marcus Babzien) (Gas jet RPA: 2 MeV achieved with 10 J CO2 
laser pulse of 2 ps; narrow energy spectrum ±2% wide; spectrum off-axis not 
known)  (reference ??) 

 
 
 
In Table Table 1 we summarize the main proposed mechanisms. The relevance to 

therapy is judged by adding a "+" according to existing experiments, simulation and the 
reached level of kinetic energy.  

 
 
 

Experiments Status Theory Relevance 
to 

Therapy 
TNSA > 1999 >1013   ions, 

robust, 
reproducible 

Analytical 
+ 2D/3D 

simulations 

+ 

TNSA/BOA 
(Break-out-
afterburner) 

> 2011 experimental 
evidence 

2 D / 3D 
simulations 

++(+) 

RPA >2008 experimental 
evidence not 
conclusive 

2 D / 3D 
simulations 

>GeV 

++ 

Coulomb 
explosion 

- - 2 D 
simulation 

+ 

Gas Jet - 
RPA 

> 2009 2 MeV 
observed 

2D ++ 

Table 1 Mechanisms of laser proton acceleration 

b. Ion beam parameters to treatment area 

 The distance from the skin to the deepest tumors in the body determines the 
required particle energy. From the stopping range in water, the necessary acceleration 
energy for reaching deep tumors is 250 MeV for protons and 400 MeV/u for carbon and. 
The number of ions is defined by the dose requirements for killing cancer cells. The 
necessary total number per fraction (single treatment lasting typically 1-10 min) is 
estimated to be ~1×1011 for protons and ~2.5×109 for carbon for a 1 l volume tumor. 
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Direct Treatment 
Particle Selection and Beam Collimation

Nb3Ti superconducting coils can 
provide I = 85 A per loop with 
magnetic field to 4.4 Tesla by Biot-
Savart law:

Movable aperture to select  
protons of desired energy 
with sharp beam penumbra

0.5-1m 

beam dump 
 and diagnosticslaser

pulse 
compression  
& conditioning target /ion 

source

spectral 
enhancement 
and filtering

Control room

patient 
positioning

C. Ma  
(Fox Chase Cancer Center)

The Idea of direct laser treatment: 

Laser must deliver 250 MeV Protons 
  (400 MeV/u Carbon) 
Non- Maxwellian Distribution 
Shielding Essential (gamma's, Neutrons) 
(Might require 10's of PW Laser Power  
    @ high rep rate) 
Spot Scanning???
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Electron driver III

0

+Br

-Br

scattering
dominated

z

n i

nc
shock front

laser

jret.

jret.

magnetic field 
generation and 
electron beam 
filamentation

10 - 20 µm > 20 µm

jfast

magnetic
reconnection

Ez

Figure 2.5: Schematic of laser-generated fast-electron transport. The laser (shown in red) impinges on a pre-

plasma with exponential density profile from the left side. The light pressure leads to profile steepen-

ing, depicted in the one-dimensional scheme on top. An ablation plasma creates an inward-traveling

shockwave, that heats, ionizes and compresses the target. Fast electrons are created by the laser,

propagating into the dense plasma towards the target rear side. The high electron current jfast can
lead to filamentation and magnetic field generation (shown by the light red- and blue-colored areas),

as well as it drives a return current jret.. The global magnetic field tends to pinch the fast-electron

current. Electrons propagating in the dense, solid matter interact by binary collisions with the back-

ground material. This leads to a broadening, that becomes the major eSect for longer distances. At

the rear side, the electrons form a sheath and build up an electrostatic field Ez (grey line in 1D-plot).

This can lead to re-fluxing (re-circulation) of the electrons, heating the target even more.

where d denotes the target thickness, that is d = [5� 50]µm typically. The energy stored in this field easily

becomes greater than the laser energy, which violates energy conservation. For typical experimental parame-

ters, e.g. taking the example from sec. 2.2.1, the limit is reached for d ⌦ 10µm already. Hence for a trans-

port from the front to the rear side a return current jret. must exist, balancing the forward-directed current

to yield jtotal = jfast + jret. ⌦ 0. In addition to that, without the return current the electric field according to

⌫ E/⌫ t = � jfast/⌘0 would stop the electrons in a distance of less than 1 nm [197]. The electric field driving

the return current in turn, can be strong enough to stop the fast electrons. The effect is known as transport

inhibition, being significant in insulators [198–200], but negligible in conductors (to first order) [199]. Both

magnetic field as well as electric field generation are inversely dependent on the target’s electrical conductiv-

ity, hence conducting targets are favorable for laser-ion acceleration, where a transport from the front- to the

rear-side is necessary [76]. The condition jtotal = jfast + jret. ⌦ 0 implies that the number of fast electrons is

much smaller than the slow electrons carrying the return current [197]. The counter-propagating streams of

charged particles are subject to a nonlinear Weibel instability [201], leading to a filamentation of the electron

beams [202,203] in the low-density part of the target (pre-plasma) and self-generated magnetic field filamenta-

tion. The gyroradius of the electrons is on the order of the local skin length ls = c/⇣p ⌦ 0.1µm [204]. The large

magnetic fields accompanying the laser-plasma interaction are depicted by the red and blue-colored areas in

20 2.3. Laser-ion acceleration

fig. 2.5. The red color depicts a field going out of the drawing plane, the blue color represents an inward-going

field. These strong fields were seen in computer simulations [204–208] and evidence was found in proton-

radiography experiments [25,209]. Due to these filaments a much higher current can be transported, which is

well above the Alfvén current IAlfvén ⌦ 17⇥⇤kA [210,211]. The filaments can coalesce due to mutual magnetic

attraction over longer spatial scales [207], and can channel to a single magnetized jet later on [212]. In addi-

tion to that there is experimental evidence for a micrometer-sized, filamented [213,214], possibly jet-like [215]

or hollow electron transport in insulators [216] and layered targets [76, 217], but not in metal foils where a

smooth and uniform transport was found [76,213]. The reason for a filamentation in insulators is the so-called

ionization instability [218] at the ionization front of the electron cloud propagation.

Since there is a global net electron current towards the rear side it is accompanied by a global magnetic field.

With growing plasma density this field tends to pinch the electron current and it could lead to a collimated

guiding of the whole electron distribution towards the target’s rear side [219–222].

As soon as the electrons penetrate the cold solid region, binary collisions (multiple small-angle scattering) with

the background material are no longer negligible. These tend to broaden the electron distribution, counter-

acting the magnetic field effect [223]. For long propagation distances (z ⇥ 15µm), the current density is low

enough, so that broadening due to small-angle scattering becomes the dominating mechanism [162].

When the electrons reach the rear side, they form a dense charge-separation sheath. The out-flowing electrons

lead to a toroidal magnetic field B⌃ , that can spread the electrons over large transverse distances by a purely

kinematic E ⇤ B⌃ -force [36], sometimes called fountain effect [31]. The electric field created by the electron

sheath is sufficiently strong to deflect lower-energy electrons back into the target, which then re-circulate. Ex-

perimental evidence for recirculating electrons was found in refs. [172, 175, 198, 200]. Its relevance to proton

acceleration was first demonstrated by Mackinnon et al. [65], who measured a strong enhancement of the

maximum proton energy for thin foils below 10µm, compared to thicker ones. With the help of computer

simulations this energy-enhancement was attributed to an enhanced sheath density due to re-fluxing electrons.

Further evidence of re-fluxing electrons was found in an experiment during this thesis, discussed in section 5.1

and published in ref. [2].

The majority of data shows a divergent electron transport. Measurements were performed with time-integrated

imaging K�-spectroscopy of buried tracer layers [213], time-resolved optical diagnostics of optical self-emission

(transition radiation) at the target rear side [175], shadowgraphy and XUV-imaging of the rear side [224] as

well as proton emission [76]. The transport full-cone angle of the electron distribution was determined to be

dependent on laser energy, intensity as well as target thickness [182,224]. For rather thick targets (d > 40µm)

this value is around 30° FWHM [76,175,213] at the laser intensities used in this thesis, whereas for thin targets

(d ⌥ 10µm) published values are in the range of 16° (indirectly obtained by a fit to proton energy measure-

ments [17, 59]) and ⌦ 150° at most [213, 224]. Just recently it was shown that different diagnostics lead to

different electron transport cone angles [224], so the question about the ‘true’ cone angle dependence with

laser and target parameters still remains unclear.

Further complications can arise by the observation that the laser focal spot shape imprints in the electron-

transport pattern to the rear side. This was first observed by Fuchs et al. [76] and was further investigated in

experiments during this thesis. The results with respect to the electron transport angle are in broad agreement

to the references cited above. Details are given in section 5.1 and in ref. [2].

Neglecting the complicated interaction for thicknesses below d ⌦ 15µm, a reasonable estimate for the electron

beam divergence is the assumption, that the electrons are generated in a region of the size of the laser focus

and are purely collisionally transported to the rear side. This is in agreement with most published data. The

broadening of the distribution is then due to multiple Coulomb small- angle scattering, given analytically e.g. by

Moliére’s theory in Bethe’s description [225]. An extensive review on multiple small-angle scattering of charged

particles in matter is given in [226].
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TNSA

Electrons escape into vacuum at the rear side 
Charge separation:  Potential 
 

if one half space perfectly compensates the potential (target) and 
for z →∞ it goes to infinity the field can be obtained analytically 
 
 
 
 
 
the potential is  
 

and the field
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in the first one. I18 means that the intensity has to be taken in units of 1018W/cm2.
The estimate shows that the electron density at the rear side strongly scales with
the laser intensity and is inversely proportional to the square of the target thick-
ness. Taking the standard example of a laser pulse with I = 1019W/cm2, focused
to a spot of r0 = 10µm and assuming a target thickness d = 20µm, the angular
broadening according to eq. (3) is q = 42� (FWHM) for electrons with mean en-
ergy kBT , determined by eq. (9). Hence the electron density at the targets rear side
is ne,0 = 1.4⇥1020cm3. This is orders of magnitude below solid density and justifies
the assumption of a shielded transport through the target.

The electrons arrive at the rear side and escape into vacuum. The charge sepa-
ration leads to an electric potential F in the vacuum region, according to Poissons
equation. In a one-dimensional consideration it is given as

e0
∂ 2F
∂ z2 = ene. (10)

For a solution it is assumed that the solid matter in one half-space (z  0) perfectly
compensates the electric potential, whereas for z ! • the potential goes to infinity.
Its derivative ∂F/∂ z vanishes for z ! ±•. In the vacuum region (z > 0), the field
can be obtained analytically [35]. The electron density is taken as

ne = ne,0 exp
✓

eF
kBThot

◆
, (11)

where the electron kinetic energy is replaced by the potential energy �eF . The ini-
tial electron density ne,0 is taken from eq. (8). The solution of the Poisson equation
is found with the Ansatz eF/kBThot = 2ln(l z+1), wherel is a constant defined by
the solution and the +1 is necessary to fulfill a continuous solution with the condi-
tion F(0) = 0 at the boundary to the solid matter. The resulting potential is

F(z) =�2kBThot

e
ln
✓

1+
zp
2lD

◆
(12)

and the corresponding electric field reads

E(z) =
2kBThot

e
1

z+
p

2lD
. (13)

In this solution the electron Debye length

lD =

✓
e0kBThot

e2ne,0

◆1/2
(14)
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TNSA II

if one takes the electron density and the spreading into account the Debye 
length is:

10 Markus Roth and Marius Schollmeier

appears, that is defined as the distance over which significant charge separation oc-
curs [36]. Replacing kBThot with eq. (9) and ne,0 with eq. (8) leads to

lD ⇡ 1.37µm
r0 +d tanq/2

r0

p
1+0.73I18l 2 �1

I7/8
18

. (15)

The Debye length, or longitudinal sheath extension, on the rear side is on the order
of a micrometer. It scales quadratically with target thickness (since d tan(q/2) µ d2

and is inversely proportional to the laser intensity. Thus, a higher laser intensity on
the front side leads to a shorter Debye length at the rear side and results in a stronger
electric field. The standard example from above leads to lD = 0.6µm.

The maximum electric field is obtained at z = 0 to

Emax(z = 0) =
p

2kBThot

elD
(16)

⇡ 5.2⇥1011V/m
r0

r0 +d tanq/2
I7/8
18 (17)

= 9⇥1010V/m
r0

r0 +d tanq/2
E12E3/4

12 . (18)

Hence the initial field at z = 0 is proportional to the laser intensity and it depends
nearly quadratically on the lasers electric field strength. In the last equation the lasers
electric field strength is inserted in normalized units of 1012V/m. By inserting the
dependence of the broadening with target thickness from fig. 3, the scaling with
the target thickness is obtained as Emax(z = 0) µ d�2. The standard example leads
to a maximum field strength of Emax ⇡ 2⇥ 1012V/m just at the surface, that is on
the order of TV/m or MV/µm. It is only slightly less than the laser electric field
strength of E0 = 8.7⇥1012V/m. However, for later times than t = 0 the field strength
is dictated by the dynamics at the rear side, e.g. ionization and ion acceleration.

As just mentioned, the electric field strength instantly leads to ionization of the
atoms at the target rear surface, since it is orders of magnitude above the ionization
threshold of the atoms. A simple model to estimate the electric field strength nec-
essary for ionization is the Field Ionization by Barrier Suppression (FIBS) model
[37]. The external electric field of the laser overlaps with the Coulomb potential of
the atom and deforms it. As soon as deformation is below the binding energy of the
electron, it is instantly freed, hence the atom is ionized. The threshold electric field
strength Eion can be obtained with the binding energy Ubind as

Eion =
pe0U2

bind
e3Z

(19)

As the electron sheath at the rear side is relatively dense, the atoms could also be
ionized by collisional ionization. However, as discussed by Hegelich [38] the cross
section for field ionization is much higher than the cross section for collisional ion-
ization for the electron densities and electric fields appearing at the target surface.
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kBThot = m0c2
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@
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1+
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L [µm2]

1.37⇥1018 �1
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in the first one. I18 means that the intensity has to be taken in units of 1018W/cm2.
The estimate shows that the electron density at the rear side strongly scales with
the laser intensity and is inversely proportional to the square of the target thick-
ness. Taking the standard example of a laser pulse with I = 1019W/cm2, focused
to a spot of r0 = 10µm and assuming a target thickness d = 20µm, the angular
broadening according to eq. (3) is q = 42� (FWHM) for electrons with mean en-
ergy kBT , determined by eq. (9). Hence the electron density at the targets rear side
is ne,0 = 1.4⇥1020cm3. This is orders of magnitude below solid density and justifies
the assumption of a shielded transport through the target.

The electrons arrive at the rear side and escape into vacuum. The charge sepa-
ration leads to an electric potential F in the vacuum region, according to Poissons
equation. In a one-dimensional consideration it is given as

e0
∂ 2F
∂ z2 = ene. (10)

For a solution it is assumed that the solid matter in one half-space (z  0) perfectly
compensates the electric potential, whereas for z ! • the potential goes to infinity.
Its derivative ∂F/∂ z vanishes for z ! ±•. In the vacuum region (z > 0), the field
can be obtained analytically [35]. The electron density is taken as

ne = ne,0 exp
✓

eF
kBThot

◆
, (11)

where the electron kinetic energy is replaced by the potential energy �eF . The ini-
tial electron density ne,0 is taken from eq. (8). The solution of the Poisson equation
is found with the Ansatz eF/kBThot = 2ln(l z+1), wherel is a constant defined by
the solution and the +1 is necessary to fulfill a continuous solution with the condi-
tion F(0) = 0 at the boundary to the solid matter. The resulting potential is

F(z) =�2kBThot

e
ln
✓

1+
zp
2lD

◆
(12)

and the corresponding electric field reads

E(z) =
2kBThot

e
1

z+
p

2lD
. (13)

In this solution the electron Debye length

lD =

✓
e0kBThot

e2ne,0

◆1/2
(14)

the Debye length:  very short (0.6 µm in the example), depends on laser intensity and 
target thickness
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appears, that is defined as the distance over which significant charge separation oc-
curs [36]. Replacing kBThot with eq. (9) and ne,0 with eq. (8) leads to

lD ⇡ 1.37µm
r0 +d tanq/2

r0

p
1+0.73I18l 2 �1

I7/8
18

. (15)

The Debye length, or longitudinal sheath extension, on the rear side is on the order
of a micrometer. It scales quadratically with target thickness (since d tan(q/2) µ d2

and is inversely proportional to the laser intensity. Thus, a higher laser intensity on
the front side leads to a shorter Debye length at the rear side and results in a stronger
electric field. The standard example from above leads to lD = 0.6µm.

The maximum electric field is obtained at z = 0 to

Emax(z = 0) =
p

2kBThot

elD
(16)

⇡ 5.2⇥1011V/m
r0

r0 +d tanq/2
I7/8
18 (17)

= 9⇥1010V/m
r0

r0 +d tanq/2
E12E3/4

12 . (18)

Hence the initial field at z = 0 is proportional to the laser intensity and it depends
nearly quadratically on the lasers electric field strength. In the last equation the lasers
electric field strength is inserted in normalized units of 1012V/m. By inserting the
dependence of the broadening with target thickness from fig. 3, the scaling with
the target thickness is obtained as Emax(z = 0) µ d�2. The standard example leads
to a maximum field strength of Emax ⇡ 2⇥ 1012V/m just at the surface, that is on
the order of TV/m or MV/µm. It is only slightly less than the laser electric field
strength of E0 = 8.7⇥1012V/m. However, for later times than t = 0 the field strength
is dictated by the dynamics at the rear side, e.g. ionization and ion acceleration.

As just mentioned, the electric field strength instantly leads to ionization of the
atoms at the target rear surface, since it is orders of magnitude above the ionization
threshold of the atoms. A simple model to estimate the electric field strength nec-
essary for ionization is the Field Ionization by Barrier Suppression (FIBS) model
[37]. The external electric field of the laser overlaps with the Coulomb potential of
the atom and deforms it. As soon as deformation is below the binding energy of the
electron, it is instantly freed, hence the atom is ionized. The threshold electric field
strength Eion can be obtained with the binding energy Ubind as

Eion =
pe0U2

bind
e3Z

(19)

As the electron sheath at the rear side is relatively dense, the atoms could also be
ionized by collisional ionization. However, as discussed by Hegelich [38] the cross
section for field ionization is much higher than the cross section for collisional ion-
ization for the electron densities and electric fields appearing at the target surface.

Field can easily exceed several 1012 V/m

Immediate field ionization of the atoms at the rear surface
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Figure 2.4: Target Normal Sheath Acceleration – TNSA. A thin target foil with thickness d = [5� 50]µm is irra-

diated by an intense laser pulse. The laser pre-pulse creates a pre-plasma on the target’s front side.

The main pulse interacts with the plasma and accelerates MeV-energy electrons mainly in forward

direction. The electrons propagate through the target, where collisions with the background material

can increase the divergence of the electron current. The electrons leave the rear side, resulting in a

dense sheath. An electric field due to charge-separation is created. The field is on the order of the

laser’s electric field (TV/m), which ionizes atoms at the surface. The ions are then accelerated in this

sheath field, pointing in the target normal direction.

2.3.1 Fast-electron transport in dense matter

The transport of fast electrons in dense matter is still a very active research field, because the experimental as

well as the theoretical access are both quite complex due to the high current, high density and the non-linear

interaction involved. An overview of the field can be found in ref. [168].

A schematic picture of the electron transport in intense laser-matter interaction is shown in fig. 2.5 and will

be used for the explanation of the various effects observed in electron transport. The laser impinges from the

left side on a pre-formed, exponentially decaying pre-plasma (sec. 2.2). The light pressure pushes the critical

surface nc , leading to a steeping of the density profile. The plasma ablation drives an inward-traveling shock

wave, leading to ionization as well as a temperature increase in the former cold solid.

The laser creates a hot electron distribution (sec. 2.2.1), which is accelerated into the dense plasma. The

estimate in section 2.2.1 has shown, that about N = ⇧EL/kB Thot electrons with energies in the MeV-range are

created in intense laser-matter interaction. They are injected into the dense plasma with an angular distribution

according to tan⌃ = [2/(⇤�1)]1/2 [173,195]. The injection direction depends on the direction of the pre-plasma

density gradient as well as the laser beam propagation direction [179].

The huge number of electrons amounts to a current of jfast = e N/�L , that is on the order of mega-ampere for

typical laser parameters. Hence the propagation of fast electrons is not only governed by collisional effects,

determining the stopping power of electrons in the material, but collective (e.g. electromagnetic) effects as

well. Assuming a straight electron transport [196] in a cylinder with radius of the laser spot radius, the current

creates a magnetic flux density B = µ0 jfast/2⌦r0 on the order of 105 T. The magnetic field energy is then

W =
µ0e2

8⌦

⌦
⇧EL

�LkB Thot

↵2
d, (2.29)
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to summarize... a TNSA simulation



Number of Protons: 
1014 (LLNL- Petawatt) 

Pulse duration: 
few Picoseconds 

Maximum Energy: 
60 MeV (LLNL Petawatt) 

Divergency: 
<10° for highest 
energies 

Always normal to the 
rear 
surface

Petawatt experiments 3/99

Ion Beam Properties

Origin of Protons: Surface Contaminants

Properties and Mechanism
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Figure 4.3: Energy-dependence of the (half) opening angle. The data have been obtained at Trident (⌃), at LULI-
100 TW (⌃) and at Z -Petawatt (⌃), respectively. The plots have been normalized to the respective

maximum energy of each beam. The opening angle decreases with increasing energy. A parabolic

dependency could be fit to the LULI and Z -Petawatt results, the data for Trident has a linear slope.

electron sheath shape at the target surface, as pointed out by Carrol et al. [106]. According to the reference,

a sheath with Gaussian dependence in transverse direction results in a strongly curved opening angle-energy

distribution, whereas a parabolic hot electron sheath results in a linear dependency. However, only crude details

about the exact modeling of the acceleration process are given in the reference.

In the framework of this thesis, a more detailed expansion model has been developed, that is able to explain

the experimental results in more detail. The model and its results are described in section 5.2.

It should be noted, that the term “opening angle” is not equivalent to the beam “divergence”. As will be shown

below, the divergence of the protons slightly increases with increasing energy, whereas the emitting area (source

size) decreases with proton energy [72,279]. This results in a total decrease of the opening angle measured with

RCF.

4.1.4 Energy-resolved source sizes

Another feature that can be used in RCF Imaging Spectroscopy (RIS) is the ability of the proton beam to image

corrugations of the target surface in the detector (see sec. 3.5.2). The grooves imprint in the beam and appear

as darker lines in the detector. Due to the large opening angle of the beam, the grooves are magnified up to

a factor of 1000. By counting the lines in each RCF and by multiplying the number with the known grooves

distance, the source size at the target rear side can be determined. When this is done for each RCF layer, the

source size is obtained with energy resolution.

Figure 4.4 shows energy-resolved source sizes for the three laser systems TRIDENT (⌃), LULI-100 TW (⌃) and

Z-Petawatt (⌃), respectively. As in the section before, the energy axis has been normalized to the individual

maximum energy of the shot, with the maximum energies given in the section before. The source size decreases

with increasing energy. Protons with the highest energies are emitted from sources of about 10µm diameter

and less. For lower energies, the source sizes progressively increase, up to about 200µm diameter for the lowest

68 4.1. Typical parameters of TNSA-protons



Ion Acceleration Mechanisms

Ion acceleration 
mechanism 

Acronym Ion Accel. 
process 

Target-Normal 
Sheath Acceleration 
S. Hatchett et al., Phys. 
Plas. 7, 2076 (2000) 

TNSA Charge 
separation 

GeV protons? X 

Break out afterburner 
L. Yin et al., Laser Part. 
Beams 24, 291 (2006) ; 
Phys. Plasmas 14, 
056706 (2007) 

BOA Kinetic Process 
(Buneman): 
relative e-i drift 
GeV protons?  
Linear Polar. 

Radiation Pressure 
Acceleration, Aka 
Plasma Piston 
E.g., A.P.L. Robinson, et 
al., New J. Phys. 10, 
013021 (2008) 

RPA Charge 
separation 

GeV protons?  
Circular Polar. 

laser 

foil 
10µm 

protons 

TNSA 

laser 

BOA 

laser 
RPA 



TNSA vs. BOA

Accessible with moderate contrast lasers 
Micrometer sized targets 
Spectrum limited to 70 MeV 
Surface acceleration 

High contrast lasers needed 
Sub-Micrometer sized targets 
Ion energies exceeding 120 MeV/u 
Volume acceleration 
Heavy ions (deuterons) at same speed as protons 
Lower EMP and less debris



This is accomplished with a chirped Volume Bragg Grating (VBG) with 5-nm bandwidth 

centered  at  1040  nm.  The  central  wavelength  matches  the  amplifiers  which  both  use 

Ytterbium as active material.  The main advantage of  the VBG compared to  conventional 

grating-based stretcher-compressor assemblies is its compactness, cost and ease of use. Both 

stretching and re-compression of the pulse occur in the same VBG with dimensions in the 

order of a few centimeters. For in-coupling and re-extraction of the beam we use a polarizer 

and a quarter waveplate. After passing the waveplate the circular polarized beam enters the 

VBG.  Since  the  grating  period  varies  along  the  direction  of  propagation,  different 

wavelengths are reflected from different planes which results in a temporal chirp of the pulse.  

The  quarter-waveplate  then  transforms  the  beam  into  a  linear  polarized  wave  with 

polarization plane perpendicular to the incoming beam. Hence the output can be separated 

from the incoming beam with a polarizer. In Fig. 3a the part of the spectrum (red line) which 

is extracted from the original spectrum delivered by the fs oscillator (black line) is shown. It 

can  clearly  be  seen  (the  spectra  are  not  normalized  with  respect  to  each  other)  that  the 

efficiency  of  the  VBG  in  the  dedicated  wavelength-range  is  nearly  100%.  Besides  its 

compactness this is another important advantage of the VBG. 

Fig. 2: Setup of the contrast-boosting module

The stretched-pulses are now amplified in two consecutive amplifiers. The first amplification 

takes  place  in  a  two-stage  Ytterbium-doped  fiber  amplifier.  In  a  single  mode  fiber  the 

stretched pulses  with an average power of  1-2 mW and a repetition  rate of  72 MHz are 

amplified to 160 mW. The repetition rate is then reduced to 1 MHz using an acousto-optical 

modulator (AOM) synchronized with the PHELIX laser system. A second stage then creates 

an output of 1 W corresponding to pulse energies of 1 μJ. 

The beam then goes to a regenerative ring amplifier operating at 10Hz [9]. The amplifier 

uses Yb:KGW as an active medium pumped by 2.4 kW peak power from a laser diode stack  

at 940 nm. Output of the ring is a pulse train with pulse energies up to 10 mJ and a bandwidth 

of 5 nm centered at 1040 nm. However due to nonlinear effects the spectrum exhibits strong 

modulations at  higher  energies.  Therefore  we decided  to  work with  an  output  energy  of 

4.5 mJ. The spectrum after the ring amplifier (Fig. 3b) exhibits the same bandwidth as the 

input beam which enables compression of the pulses to 1 ps with the VBG. 

In order to use the pulses as pump-pulses in the OPA-process they need to be frequency 

doubled which is accomplished in a BBO crystal. The frequency doubling stage for the pump 

laser and the parametric amplifier were simulated and dimensioned using the Miro software 

[10] with the specific module handling four wave mixing of broadband pulses. The doubling 

crystal is located about 250 cm from the waist of the regenerative cavity and the pump-laser 

High contrast Lasers  (PHELIX)
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Break out Afterburner (BOA)

Laser Breakout Afterburner – Mechanism

a) Target Normal Sheath Acceleration (TNSA) phase
b) Intermediate phase
c) Laser Breakout Afterburner (BOA) phase

17.11.2011 | TUD (IKP) | M. Roth | 3
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Advanced Accelerator Concepts Workshop 

BOA from pre-expanded CH2 foils 

VPIC: 100nm CH2 target & Trident laser with 2x1020W/cm2 

2D-VPIC: Pre-pulse has negligible effect 
on BOA and final ion energy. 

Max. energy proton carbon 

Ideal laser 132 MeV 450 MeV 

Real laser 121 MeV 447 MeV 
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Die korrekte relativistische Form der ponderomotorischen Kraft [17] lautet:
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(2.12)

Dabei ist m
eff

die raum- und zeitabhängige effektive Masse, � der Lorentzfaktor und v
0

die
Geschwindigkeit des Teilchens im Zentrum der Oszillation.

Ein weiterer Effekt ist die Selbstfokussierung [18] des Lasers innerhalb des Plasmas. Dies folgt
aus der Abhängigkeit des Brechungsindexes ⌘ von der Plasmadichte, welche für hohe Intensitä-
ten mit der Laserintensität skaliert:
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(2.13)

Bei der Selbstfokussierung wirkt das Plasma wie eine Sammellinse. Dieser Effekt beruht auf
den unterschiedlichen Brechungsindizes in den verschiedenen Intensitätsbereichen. Die pon-
deromotorische Selbstfokussierung basiert darauf, dass die Elektronen durch die Wirkung der
ponderomotorischen Kraft aus den Bereichen hoher Intensität hinaus gedrängt werden. Der
Grund der relativistischen Selbstfokussierung ist die Beschleunigung der Elektronen zu höheren
relativistischen Energien in der Mitte des Laserstrahls, wo die Intensität am größten ist. Damit
steigt der Lorentzfaktor. In beiden Fällen wird der Brechungsindex laut Gleichung (2.13) größer,
was eine niedrigere Phasengeschwindigkeit zur Folge hat, da gilt:

⌘ =
c

v
p

(2.14)

Dabei ist v
p

die Phasengeschwindigkeit der Welle im Plasma. Weiter außen im Strahlprofil haben
die Elektronen eine kleinere Geschwindigkeit. Somit ist die Phasengeschwindigkeit in Bereichen
niedrigerer Intensität größer. Durch diesen Unterschied entsteht, wie in Abbildung 2.2 gezeigt
wird, eine Krümmung in der Wellenfront, was eine Fokussierung des Lasers zur Folge hat.

I(r)

y

x

Wellenfronten

Abbildung 2.2: Prinzip der Selbstfokussierung eines Lasers im Plasma nach [19]. Durch die unter-
schiedlichen Brechungsindizes auf und neben der Achse breitet sich die Welle mit verschiedenen
Phasengeschwindigkeiten aus, wodurch eine Krümmung der Wellenfront entsteht.
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Position, an der die Dichte auf das 1/e - fache abgefallen ist [14]:

L
p

=
Å

1
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dn(x)

dx

ã�1

(2.2)

Betrachtet wird nun ein sogenanntes kaltes Plasma mit einer Elektronentemperatur T
e

= 0 K, in
dem die Ionen als unbeweglich angenommen werden. Elektronen, die zum Beispiel durch ein
temporäres elektrisches Feld aus ihrer Ruhelage ausgelenkt werden, schwingen mit der Plasma-
frequenz:
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Sie ist abhängig von der Elementarladung e, der Elektronendichte n
e

, der elektrischen Feldkon-
stante "

0

und der Elektronenmasse m
e

.

Im Folgenden soll ein idealisierter linear polarisierter Laser betrachtet werden. Er kann mit
Hilfe einer unendlich ausgedehnten ebene Welle mit der Frequenz !

L

dargestellt und durch
elektrische und magnetische Felder charakterisiert werden:
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Die Ausbreitung der Welle findet in x-Richtung statt. Die Feldamplituden E
0

und B
0

sind über die
Gleichung E

0

= cB
0

verknüpft, wobei c die Lichtgeschwindigkeit im Vakuum darstellt. Um die
Ausbreitung einer Welle in einem Medium zu beschreiben, wird die Dispersionsrelation benötigt.
In diesem Zusammenhang wird eine ebene elektromagnetische Welle im nicht-magnetisierten
Plasma betrachtet. Ihre Dispersionsrelation lautet [13]:
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Sie kann aus der Maxwellgleichung
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mit den Feldern ~E und ~B = µ ~H, wobei µ für die Permeabilität steht, der Stromdichte ~j = �n
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mit der Elektronengeschwindigkeit v
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und der Bewegungsgleichung eines Elektrons im elektri-
schen Feld
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First BOA experimental results TRIDENT/
PHELIX

High contrast beam 

thin targets 200-900nm 

cryo targets 

short f# parabola

About 80 J on Target 

Using CH foils around 
100 MeV protons 

First test on Cryo target 
55 MeV protons 

Pure deuteron beam
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Experiment*II
Trident%laser%facility,%LANL,%Los%Alamos%NM,%USA

User friendly Target Production

wird durch die Mosaizität des HOPG-Kristalls (siehe Abschnitt 3.1.1) und die Geometrie des Schlitzes
aufgeschmiert. Die Mosaizität des eingesetzten Kristalls lag bei �M = 0.6� und der Abstand vom Koh-
lenstoff zur Unter- bzw. Oberseite des Aluminiumhalters betrug 500 µm bzw. 1000 µm. Daraus ergibt
sich die Breite des ausgeschmierten Randes zu

�x = 2 · tan

�
�M

2

⇥
· 750µm= 7.9µm. (5.1)

Die Energie, die von den Protonen im Kohlenstoff an einer bestimmten Stelle deponiert wird,
hängt vor allem von der Länge der Flugstrecke der Protonen im Kohlenstoff ab (siehe auch
Abschnitt 2.3.3). Um die Flugstrecke in eine feste Beziehung zur Position relativ zum Schlitz
setzen zu können, ist es wichtig, dass die Stirnseite der Kohlenstoffstäbe möglichst glatt ist.

Abbildung 5.4: Vorderer Bereich eines Kohlensto�-
stabs. Die dem Protonenstrahl zugewandte Seite
ist hier links.

Deshalb wurde zur Fertigung der Stäbe ein
125 µm dickes Graphitplättchen auf einen Plas-
tikhalter aufgebracht, mit einer Hochpräzisions-
diamantsäge in Streifen geschnitten und an-
schließend vom Halter gelöst. Die so erreichte
Oberflächengenauigkeit der Schnittflächen lag
bei ⇥1 µm. Diese Fertigungsmethode ermög-
lichte auch die Herstellung verschieden brei-
ter Kohlenstoffstäbe im Bereich von 100 µm bis
300 µm, so dass im Experiment das Streuvolu-
men an die Parameter des Protonenstrahls und
die Stärke des Röntgenpulses angepasst werden
konnten. In Abbildung 5.4 ist eine Aufnahme
des vorderen Teils eines auf diese Weise produ-
zierten Graphitstabs dargestellt.

Kohlenstoff besitzt für die hier verwendete
Röntgenstrahlung eine nicht vernachlässigbare
Abschwächung. Die Transmission einer 1 µm di-
cken Kohlenstoffschicht beträgt bei einer Pho-
tonenenergie von 4.75 keV nach [Henke et al.,
1993] T1µm = 0.995116. Bei einem 100 µm brei-
ten Kohlenstoffstab ist die Röntgenintensität auf
der Rückseite bereits auf 61.3% der Intensität
auf der Vorderseite abgefallen, bei 300 µm Brei-
te auf 23%. Deshalb wurden in diesem Experiment nur Stäbe mit Abmessungen in diesem Bereich
verwendet, geringere Dicken hätten zu einem zu geringen Streuvolumen geführt, bei größeren wäre
der Streubeitrag der Rückseite vernachlässigbar klein.
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(a) geöffnet (b) geschlossen

Abbildung 3.5: Zuchtkammer, Indiumdichtung und Targetfolie

3.5 Winkel

Im Experiment müssen die Targets für Beschuss mit dem Laser und die darauffolgenden Mes-
sungen freistehend sein. Deswegen muss die Zuchtkammer in der Vertikalen beweglich sein.
Dies wird mit der Aufhängung über einen Winkel erreicht, welcher an einem vertikal montier-
ten motorisierten Lineartisch befestigt ist. Dieser kann eine Kraft von 30 N in Verschieberichtung
ausüben [17].

Außerdem sorgen zwei manuell verstellbare Lineartische für eine Justiermöglichkeit, um die
Kammer über der Targetfolie zentrieren zu können. Eine der Modifikationen am Versuchsauf-
bau ist, die Verstellmöglichkeit entlang der Längsachse der Vakuumkammer zu verlegen. Vorher
wurde dies durch einen Lineartisch geleistet, der den ganzen Motor bewegt hat. Nun gibt es
einen zweiten Lineartisch oben am Befestigungswinkel. Dadurch kann der Motor in Relation
zum Kaltkopf weiter Richtung Rückwand der Kammer zurückgesetzt werden, was mehr Platz
schafft.

Im Vergleich zum alten Winkel wurde der neue verbreitert und die Verstrebungen verändert,
um Platz für den zweiten Lineartisch zu schaffen. Das Material ist VA-Stahl. Ein Bild findet sich
in Abbildung 3.6.

3.6 Optischer Sensor

Das optische Messsystem CHRocodile S (Precitec Optronik GmbH) soll dazu dienen, berüh-
rungslos die Dicke des Targets mittels Weißlichtinterferometrie zu messen. Der Messkopf be-
findet sich in der Vakuumkammer. Mittels zweier Motoren kann er in der horizontalen Ebene
verschoben werden (Genauigkeit 0, 5µm [18]). Das Signal wird über ein Lichtleiterkabel aus
der Kammer zum Messgerät geführt. Die Höhe des Messkopfs wird zur Zeit noch mit einem
manuell verstellbaren Lineartisch geregelt, dieser soll aber durch einen motorisierten ersetzt
werden. Dies ist nötig, um zum einen das Target auch in dieser Richtung zur Dickenmessung
abtasten zu können, zum anderen um besser nachjustieren zu können, da sich der Kaltkopf beim
Kühlen verkürzt, wodurch das Target nach unten wandert.
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Target development 
New ideas… 

Cone in cylinder : “Reverse” return currents => Flips magnetic force to collimate/focus protons 

Solenoid circuit: “Rotates” return currents => Parallel magnetic field to collimate protons 

19. August 2012 | Oliver Deppert | 4th Target Fabrication Workshop 2012 | Plasma physics workgroup TU Darmstadt | 19 



Tailoring and transport of ion beams 
- the LIGHT project -

GSI Helmholtzzentrum für Schwerionenforschung GmbH Dennis Schumacher Hirschegg Workshop 29.01.2015 

The LIGHT collaboration 

laser shaping target shaping simulation transport post acceleration 



The LIGHT Beamline

GSI Helmholtzzentrum für Schwerionenforschung GmbH Dennis Schumacher Hirschegg Workshop 29.01.2015 

The LIGHT beamline 

PHELIX 
50 J in 500 fs 

compressor 

laser diagnostic 
parabola 

solenoid 

rf cavity 



phase rotation

F. Nürnberg et al., RSI 80, 033301 (2009)

S. Busold et al., PR-STAB 17, 031302 (2014)

Energy selection and width for 
9.6 MeV : 
18.0 ± 3.0 % due to chromatic 
focusing of the solenoid
  2.7 ± 1.7 % using the cavity

25.02.2015 |  Matter and Technologies Kickoff Meeting  |  Diana Jahn

Experimental results

dependence of pulse length and 

gap voltage:

both detectors show same tendency

optimal gap voltage is 4.3 V ≈ 700 kV

shortest measured pulse length:

 FWHM: 462 ps ± 40 ps

9.03.2015 | DPG Frühjahrstagung 2015 | Diana Jahn

GSI Helmholtzzentrum für Schwerionenforschung GmbH Dennis Schumacher Hirschegg Workshop 29.01.2015 

Energy compression with an rf cavity 

double spiral resonator 
• > 100 kW rf power 
• 3 gaps 
• ±1 MV acc. voltage 
• 108.4 MHz 

switching  
on rf 

energy compression 
at 3 m: 
• measurement with 

RCF and spectrometer 
• ΔE/E0 = 2.7% ± 1.7% 
• np = 1.7x109 ± 15% 
• transversal 15x15 mm² 

np= 5 x 108 
t  = (462 ± 40) ps
I  = 100 mA



Laser Ion Parameter for 
Treatment

With reference to the commonly used hadron therapy schedules, the duration of a fraction 
is usually below 5 minutes, which we also adopt here as a goal.   

For a standard 2 Gy dose and an assumed 1 cm2 voxel area the required number of 
particles is estimated to be ~7x108 for protons and ~2x107 for carbon. The total dose on 
any tumor volume element must be defined between 3% and 5% accuracy. Due to the yet 
unknown pulse intensity definition we consider that the total dose per volume element is 
delivered by the cumulative effect of in the average 40 repetitive beams of the same 
kinetic energy. In particular, we assume 4 gantry directions (fields) and 10 repetitions per 
field. In case of spot scanning we assume that 10x10 spots are sufficient for laterally 
uniform irradiation of a 100 cm2 large area. For passive formation lateral uniformity is 
assumed to be reached by 10 repetitive density profiles (using different boli to adjust 
lateral density profiles). 

Furthermore, in analogy with the PSI cyclotron, it is assumed that 10 energy steps 
are sufficient to reach sufficient depth dose uniformity - similar to the PSI cyclotron. The 
energy variation is not done by absorbers as for cyclotrons, but by magnetically filtering 
the desired energy window out of the usually broader production spectrum. For relatively 
monoenergetic production spectra it may be required to vary the laser intensity to move 
the peak of the spectrum accordingly. For a broad spectrum this may not be necessary. 

In order to match approximately to the strongly reduced intensity needs for more 
proximal depth layers we apply a factor ¼ to the total number of pulses.  Results are 
summarized in Table 2. Note that the laser frequency for spot scanning had to be 
increased to 30 Hz to keep the duration per fraction below the 5 min target.  

 
  Spot scanning Passive formation Comments 

Protons / laser shot    
 

2x107 2x108 reach 2 Gy by 
accumulation 

# transverse 10x10 
spots 

10 
reps for lateral 

uniformity 

 

Energy steps 10  10  ΔE/E=±5% 
Reps   dose spec.  
(~30% intensity 

jitter) 

40 40 10 reps  
4 gantry 

directions 
Total # shots  
per fraction 

10000 1000 ¼ applied  

Duration of fraction 
Laser rep rate 

5 min 
30 Hz 

1.5 min 
10 Hz 

 

 Table 2 Laser ion parameters to treatment area for a proton reference cases 

It is noted that the number of laser shots is reduced by a factor of 10 for passive 
formation, which has the advantage that lateral beam profiles must be shaped by rapidly 
changing boli intercepting the beam.  

In this report, for the purpose of estimating specifications for future laser systems, 
we assume an extended tumor size. However, for treatment of very early stage tumors 



Laser requirements for medical 
applications:

Based on the need for RPA or BOA acceleration to reach the 
required particle energy:

carbon. Achieving these energies will probably require laser-acceleration of ions in the 
RPA / PSA or BOA regimes. Laser parameters for diode pumped lasers assumed here are 
based on these mechanisms and summarized in Table 3. Ion energies achievable in the 
TNSA regime do not scale favorably with laser intensity and the spectral yields from 
targets are typically quasi-exponential (i.e. not quasi-monoenergetic). While intensities 
beyond 1022 W/cm2 are required to reach the desired carbon energies, simulations 
indicate that 250 MeV of proton energy might be accessible at 1021 W/cm2 with optimum 
targets. However the optimal target thickness depends on laser intensity and it is very 
hard to make a thin, cryogenic liquid or solid hydrogen target, which will be required for 
efficient proton acceleration. Consequently, the optimal intensity for a proton machine 
might realistically be the same order of magnitude as for carbon.  

Due to the nature of the target (very thin but of very high solid density), laser 
intensity contrast is one of the key requirements as is shown by the numbers given in 
Table 3. These conditions are imperative and cannot be reduced. While the optimum laser 
pulse duration remains unclear, these newer acceleration mechanisms have been 
demonstrated at 45 fs and 500 fs, making it clear from both experiments and simulations 
that pulses with  fast rise time are necessary to achieve highest efficiency, stable 
acceleration and a quasi-monoenergetic spectrum. Shorter rise time can improve the 
acceleration results. We propose a rise time of ≤20 fs. Similarly a flat-top transverse 
pulse profile in the focal plane is a necessary requirement that must be developed. 
Altogether, these requirements equate to energy on target within a 5µm radius and flat-
top focus of up to 150 J in the proton case and up to 1500 J in the carbon case.  

For therapy applications these parameters must be obtained at the required rep-rate 
(see Table 2) and with ≤1% stability. For use in hospitals a compact laser system that is 
part of a compact integrated laser-driven ion accelerator system (ILDIAS) will be of great 
value. The overall accelerator system has to include space for imaging and spatial 
filtering devices, a transport beamline with appropriate instrumentation and a 
sophisticated beam delivery subsystem for treatment. 

 
 

    laser proton laser carbon 
 

Rep rate (spot/passive) 30 Hz / 10 Hz 
Laser intensity (W/cm2) 1-3 1021 1-3 1022 
Pulse duration (fs) 50-150 
Rise time (fs)  <20 
Contrast (5 ps / 500 ps) <10-8 / 10-12 <10-9 / 10-13 
Laser energy stability 1-5% 
Spot radius (µm) 5 
Peak power (PW) 1-3 10-30 
Pulse energy (J) 50-150 500-1500 
Average power (kW)   
10 Hz (30 Hz) 

 
0.5-1.5 (1.5-4.5) 

 
5-15 (15-45) 
Laser cost assumption <10 M€ ~15 M€ 
Laser wavelength (nm) 800-1054 
Efficiency 1-10% 
Polarization lp/cp 
Laser beam quality diffraction limit 
Pulse stability 0.01 
Laser pointing (µrad) 1-10 
Laser availability 12 h/day (50% duty factor) 
Failure rate <2% 

Table 3 Laser parameters 

If the CO2 laser on gas jets proves feasible it may result in significantly lower laser 
intensity and power requirements. Suggested values of laser intensities are possibly down 
by a factor 100, with 500 fs pulse duration, 25 J pulse energy, 50 TW peak power and 
frequency range of 30-300 Hz. This requires, however, a dedicated laser development 
path if this technique is not used elsewhere. 
 

4. Needed Roadmap for Laser Development 

Developing laser systems that are adequate for driving medical plasma accelerators 
with the proposed required parameters will likely take another 10-20 years. There are 
several ongoing and near-term projects on this subject in the world. Those must have 
clear quantitative requirements to fulfill the declared and approved targets. Success with 
these ongoing projects could represent achievements in the specified time windows. Their 
time structure and the currently envisaged roadmap need to be brought to mutual balance.  

The complete integrated accelerator system consists not only of the laser but also 
targets (sources), beam line instrumentation for diagnostics and control and a 
sophisticated delivery subsystem. Clearly these companion technologies must be 
developed in parallel with laser systems.  

 
a. Required Developments on Laser and Target side 

1) laser + target specs as outlined in Table 3  
2) robust acceleration mechanisms to required energies 
3) reliability in energy and intensity spectrum 
4) control of center energy for narrow production spectra 
5) transverse emittance + position stability - failsafe control 
6) 10-30 Hz target replacement and positioning control 
7) an extremely thin but robust film or pneumatic target has to be 

developed for a carbon system 
b. Clinical Development 

1) quality assurance of beam parameters to prevent overdose 
2) beam delivery system development providing online dosimetry, 

field definition (scanning etc.) and safety 



Rep-rate Laser System development  
in the World



Prospects

▪ At an energy level of a few tens of Joules high-rep rate, DPSSL‘s 
are supposed to be available in a few Jears 
(Mercury, JAERI, POLARIS, LOA) 
you can buy 100 TW table top systems @ 10 Hz already 

▪ „monochromatic“ ion beams have been observed for the first time 
▪ Excellent beam emittance would allow for smaller apertures, 

higher gradients, smaller accelerators 
(PET Production, tumor therapy) 

▪ the driving laser system could also be used for  
e-beam generation, PET-isotope production and coherent x-ray 
diagnostics at the same time

Summary



 Vision for a UHI Laser in Medicine
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Summary

I. Hofmann (GSI)

Summary

•   As of today laser acceleration has a theoretical potential to compete 
    with conventional drivers for therapy 

•   Extremely high beam quality. How to preserve during transport?  

•   Laser injector into synchrotron 
•  „good“ parameter match (based on PHELIX data) 
•  10 Hz Petawatt laser in reach 
•  hard to compete with linac technology, space charge?!! 

•   „full energy laser“ scenario lacks data 
•  small cones (~2-3°), smaller production ΔE/E(! 10-20%) 
•  > 100 Hz laser systems, nm foils (feasible?) 
•  reproducibility, precision unknown 

•   Feasibility Experiment next step – GSI „best“ place to do it!

Thank You ! 



Paola Coan

II International Symposium on Laser-Driven Relativistic Plasmas Applied to 
Science, Industry and Medicine  – 23rd January 2009

High intense and energetic X-ray beams for phase 
contrast imaging in medical diagnostics:  
technical requirements and applications

Biomedical Beamline 
European Synchrotron Radiation Facility 
Granoble, France

Munich-Centre for Advanced Photonics (MAP) 
Munich, LMU, Germany

C. GLASER, T. SCHNEIDER, A. BRAVIN, P. C. DIEMOZ, M. REISER, D. 
HABS 
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X-rays through the matter
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Keyriläinen et al. Radiology, 2008

Planar 
radiograph

CT      
radiograph

conventional Analyzer-based

26 kVp and 9 mAs 30 keV
MGD=0.9 mGy MGD=3.0 mGy

30 keV80 kVp and 50 mAs
MGD=6.9 mGy MGD=1.9 mGy

Multifocal lobular 
carcinoma


